[Structure and biological properties of a conjugate of Bowman-Birk type soy proteinase inhibitor with a block copolymer of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide].
The structure of the conjugate of Bowman-Birk soybean proteinase inhibitor (BBI) with the block copolymer of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide (proxanol) containing five moles of proxanol per mole of protein, has been studied. Data from reverse phase hydrophobic HPLC suggest that the conjugate is less hydrophobic compared to native BBI. A shift of the second derivative UV absorption spectrum for the conjugate towards the shortwave region indicates a greater accessibility of the Tyr-59 residue localized in the interdomain region of the BBI molecule for the solvent. It has been assumed that the conjugate-induced increase in Ki for chymotrypsin may be due to both disturbances in the intact structure of the interdomain region of BBI and screening of the anti-chymotrypsin reactive center as a result of hydrophobic interactions of propylene oxide blocks of proxanol with exposed hydrophobic groups around the reactive center. Supporting evidence in favour of BBI molecule hydrophilization as a result of modification by proxanol can be derived from decreased conjugate penetration into intestinal epithelial cells as well as from the slow elimination of the conjugate from mouse blood stream.